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Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And
Muslim Networks) By Carl W. Ernst. Let's review! We will certainly commonly learn this sentence almost
everywhere. When still being a kid, mama used to order us to consistently check out, so did the educator.
Some e-books Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization
And Muslim Networks) By Carl W. Ernst are totally read in a week and we require the responsibility to
sustain reading Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization
And Muslim Networks) By Carl W. Ernst What about now? Do you still like reading? Is checking out simply
for you who have responsibility? Definitely not! We here offer you a new publication entitled Following
Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And Muslim Networks) By
Carl W. Ernst to review.

From Publishers Weekly
Ernst, a professor of Religious Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is not a stranger to
Islam-related controversy. His recommendation of Michael Sells's book Approaching the Qur'an to the UNC
Summer Reading Program for incoming freshmen spurred an international firestorm. Following Muhammad
itself was rejected by the publisher that had commissioned the manuscript, as some editors there objected to
publishing a book that could be construed as supporting terrorism. Despite these obstacles, Ernst brought the
book to another press with rewarding results: it is a pleasure to read. Ernst has a multilayered and self-
assured understanding of Islam, and his writing exemplifies a fluency in explaining it that is unique to him,
even compared to better-known scholars of the religion. Delicate and complex points about Islam as a
religion and culture, about Sufism, and even about Osama bin Ladin, flow off the page effortlessly, with only
a few spots that are too abstract. Rather than addressing the standard introductory information about Islam,
like the Five Pillars, he has organized his book by themes, with chapters on topics such as ethics and
spirituality. The book's greatest strength is Ernst's unrelenting but well-reasoned critique of how the West has
consistently marginalized Islam and Muslims from the first encounters onward. Ernst is fair, however-while
he admonishes the West for indulging in negative and inaccurate stereotypes of Islam and Muslims, he calls
upon Muslims to participate fully in the pluralistic society the world has become.
Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Booklist
Ernst is highly regarded for his books about Sufism (The Shambhala Guide to Sufism, 1997) and his brilliant
translations of Sufi texts. But in this compelling, if occasionally disorganized, book, Ernst introduces the
larger Islamic world and its history in engaging, thought-provoking prose. The overarching argument here is
that the West ought not understand Islam as a monolith, that debate and diversity are inherent in Islam and
were encouraged by the Prophet. So while most introductions to Islam give Shi'ism and Sufism short shrift,
they are presented here as vital facets of Islamic belief. Although the text skips around historically, readers



will come away with a good understanding of the different schools of Islamic thought and practice. Special
attention is paid to the hot-button topics: gender and veiling, the relationship between Islam and democracy,
and Islamist radicalism, for example. Ernst's obvious passion for Islam comes through quite beautifully here,
and the rare mix of clear writing and careful scholarship makes this an important purchase for any Islamic
studies collection. John Green
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review
A helpful resource for university religion departments. It is not a straight 'Islam 101' resource, and because of
that, it is very refreshing. . . . A very helpful tool as an introduction to a course on Islam and contemporary
religion.--Journal of the American Academy of Religion

Well-written and lucid. . . . The book's narrative flow is generally masterful. Ernst successfully moves from
present to past and back again in a manner that is both logical and clear to follow. . . . An elegant and
masterful presentation of a religious tradition in an accessible manner, as well as a heartfelt plea for non-
Muslims to understand it.--American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences

"Ernst provides an overview of Sufism, Shi'ism, and Islamic art. Here we really see the richness and diversity
of this tradition.--Spirituality and Practice

Ernst introduces the larger Islamic world and its history in engaging, thought-provoking prose. . . . Readers
will come away with a good understanding of the different schools of Islamic thought and practice. . . .
Ernst's obvious passion for Islam comes through quite beautifully here, and the rare mix of clear writing and
careful scholarship makes this an important purchase for any Islamic studies collection.--Booklist

An impressive scholarly work.--The Telegraph-Calcutta

This timely volume should be recommended enthusiastically to anyone who wants to gain a nuanced and
balanced understanding of the contested position of Islam in the modern world. It fully deserves to be
recognized as the single best choice for academic courses dealing with Islam and Middle Eastern studies, in
both the undergraduate and graduate levels. . . . This is the rare work that only a scholar at the very zenith of
his/her field can write, an even more daunting task given all the polemics about Islam today. There is no
better, more profound place to begin - or end - a sophisticated discussion about contemporary Islam than
Ernst's masterpiece.--Middle East Journal

In seeking to restore a sense of proportion and balance to the image of Islam for his Western readers, Ernst
gives proper weight to the layers of mystical humanism, philosophical speculation and hermeneutical



flexibility that are no less a part of the Islamic tradition than the legacies of conquest and militancy. He also
points out that intolerance and bigotry are far from being the exclusive prerogative of the Western media
industries.--Times Literary Supplement

[A] thoughtful and finely balanced primer on contemporary Islam.--New York Review of Books

A pleasure to read. Ernst has a multilayered and self-assured understanding of Islam, and his writing
exemplifies a fluency in explaining it that is unique to him. . . . Delicate and complex points about Islam as a
religion and culture, about Sufism, and even about Osama bin Laden, flow off the page effortlessly. . . . The
book's greatest strength is Ernst's unrelenting but well-reasoned critique of how the West has consistently
marginalized Islam and Muslims from the first encounters onward. Ernst is fair, however--while he
admonishes the West for indulging in negative and inaccurate stereotypes of Islam and Muslims, he calls
upon Muslims to participate fully in the pluralistic society the world has become.--Publishers Weekly
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Learn the method of doing something from numerous sources. One of them is this book qualify Following
Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And Muslim
Networks) By Carl W. Ernst It is an effectively understood publication Following Muhammad: Rethinking
Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And Muslim Networks) By Carl W. Ernst that can
be suggestion to check out currently. This advised publication is among the all wonderful Following
Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And Muslim Networks) By
Carl W. Ernst collections that are in this site. You will also locate various other title and motifs from
different authors to browse here.

Yet right here, we will certainly show you extraordinary thing to be able consistently review the book
Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And Muslim
Networks) By Carl W. Ernst anywhere and also whenever you occur as well as time. Guide Following
Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And Muslim Networks) By
Carl W. Ernst by just can aid you to realize having guide to read every single time. It will not obligate you to
consistently bring the thick book anywhere you go. You could simply keep them on the gadget or on soft file
in your computer to constantly read the space at that time.

Yeah, spending time to read guide Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World
(Islamic Civilization And Muslim Networks) By Carl W. Ernst by on-line can likewise offer you positive
session. It will reduce to talk in whatever problem. By doing this can be a lot more interesting to do as well
as simpler to read. Now, to obtain this Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary
World (Islamic Civilization And Muslim Networks) By Carl W. Ernst, you could download in the link that
we supply. It will certainly assist you to obtain easy way to download the publication Following Muhammad:
Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And Muslim Networks) By Carl W.
Ernst.
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Avoiding the traps of sensational political exposes and specialized scholarly Orientalism, Carl Ernst
introduces readers to the profound spiritual resources of Islam while clarifying diversity and debate within
the tradition. Framing his argument in terms of religious studies, Ernst describes how Protestant definitions
of religion and anti-Muslim prejudice have affected views of Islam in Europe and America. He also covers
the contemporary importance of Islam in both its traditional settings and its new locations and provides a
context for understanding extremist movements like fundamentalism. He concludes with an overview of
critical debates on important contemporary issues such as gender and veiling, state politics, and science and
religion.
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Ernst, a professor of Religious Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is not a stranger to
Islam-related controversy. His recommendation of Michael Sells's book Approaching the Qur'an to the UNC
Summer Reading Program for incoming freshmen spurred an international firestorm. Following Muhammad
itself was rejected by the publisher that had commissioned the manuscript, as some editors there objected to
publishing a book that could be construed as supporting terrorism. Despite these obstacles, Ernst brought the
book to another press with rewarding results: it is a pleasure to read. Ernst has a multilayered and self-
assured understanding of Islam, and his writing exemplifies a fluency in explaining it that is unique to him,
even compared to better-known scholars of the religion. Delicate and complex points about Islam as a
religion and culture, about Sufism, and even about Osama bin Ladin, flow off the page effortlessly, with only
a few spots that are too abstract. Rather than addressing the standard introductory information about Islam,
like the Five Pillars, he has organized his book by themes, with chapters on topics such as ethics and
spirituality. The book's greatest strength is Ernst's unrelenting but well-reasoned critique of how the West has
consistently marginalized Islam and Muslims from the first encounters onward. Ernst is fair, however-while
he admonishes the West for indulging in negative and inaccurate stereotypes of Islam and Muslims, he calls
upon Muslims to participate fully in the pluralistic society the world has become.
Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Booklist
Ernst is highly regarded for his books about Sufism (The Shambhala Guide to Sufism, 1997) and his brilliant
translations of Sufi texts. But in this compelling, if occasionally disorganized, book, Ernst introduces the



larger Islamic world and its history in engaging, thought-provoking prose. The overarching argument here is
that the West ought not understand Islam as a monolith, that debate and diversity are inherent in Islam and
were encouraged by the Prophet. So while most introductions to Islam give Shi'ism and Sufism short shrift,
they are presented here as vital facets of Islamic belief. Although the text skips around historically, readers
will come away with a good understanding of the different schools of Islamic thought and practice. Special
attention is paid to the hot-button topics: gender and veiling, the relationship between Islam and democracy,
and Islamist radicalism, for example. Ernst's obvious passion for Islam comes through quite beautifully here,
and the rare mix of clear writing and careful scholarship makes this an important purchase for any Islamic
studies collection. John Green
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review
A helpful resource for university religion departments. It is not a straight 'Islam 101' resource, and because of
that, it is very refreshing. . . . A very helpful tool as an introduction to a course on Islam and contemporary
religion.--Journal of the American Academy of Religion

Well-written and lucid. . . . The book's narrative flow is generally masterful. Ernst successfully moves from
present to past and back again in a manner that is both logical and clear to follow. . . . An elegant and
masterful presentation of a religious tradition in an accessible manner, as well as a heartfelt plea for non-
Muslims to understand it.--American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences

"Ernst provides an overview of Sufism, Shi'ism, and Islamic art. Here we really see the richness and diversity
of this tradition.--Spirituality and Practice

Ernst introduces the larger Islamic world and its history in engaging, thought-provoking prose. . . . Readers
will come away with a good understanding of the different schools of Islamic thought and practice. . . .
Ernst's obvious passion for Islam comes through quite beautifully here, and the rare mix of clear writing and
careful scholarship makes this an important purchase for any Islamic studies collection.--Booklist

An impressive scholarly work.--The Telegraph-Calcutta

This timely volume should be recommended enthusiastically to anyone who wants to gain a nuanced and
balanced understanding of the contested position of Islam in the modern world. It fully deserves to be
recognized as the single best choice for academic courses dealing with Islam and Middle Eastern studies, in
both the undergraduate and graduate levels. . . . This is the rare work that only a scholar at the very zenith of
his/her field can write, an even more daunting task given all the polemics about Islam today. There is no
better, more profound place to begin - or end - a sophisticated discussion about contemporary Islam than
Ernst's masterpiece.--Middle East Journal



In seeking to restore a sense of proportion and balance to the image of Islam for his Western readers, Ernst
gives proper weight to the layers of mystical humanism, philosophical speculation and hermeneutical
flexibility that are no less a part of the Islamic tradition than the legacies of conquest and militancy. He also
points out that intolerance and bigotry are far from being the exclusive prerogative of the Western media
industries.--Times Literary Supplement

[A] thoughtful and finely balanced primer on contemporary Islam.--New York Review of Books

A pleasure to read. Ernst has a multilayered and self-assured understanding of Islam, and his writing
exemplifies a fluency in explaining it that is unique to him. . . . Delicate and complex points about Islam as a
religion and culture, about Sufism, and even about Osama bin Laden, flow off the page effortlessly. . . . The
book's greatest strength is Ernst's unrelenting but well-reasoned critique of how the West has consistently
marginalized Islam and Muslims from the first encounters onward. Ernst is fair, however--while he
admonishes the West for indulging in negative and inaccurate stereotypes of Islam and Muslims, he calls
upon Muslims to participate fully in the pluralistic society the world has become.--Publishers Weekly

Most helpful customer reviews

12 of 14 people found the following review helpful.
Unraveling the political history of Islam
By David B Plotkin
Ernst's Following Muhammed is an excellent introduction to the history of the Islamic faith and where it is
today. As one of the earlier reviewers points out, the book is aimed mainly at readers who have little to no
prior knowledge of the religious tradition, and I certainly fell into this category at the time I read the book.
The book definitely seems to be a response to the negative image that is frequently being cast upon Muslims
in the recent years. Ernst goes through the centuries of Muslim history and describes how the way the world
has seen the religion has been distorted by what he calls "political implications." He shows how the political
agendas involving Islam, both from within and from its at times tumultuous relationship to Judaism and
Christianity has shaped what the world sees as the single, monolithic "Islam." In doing so, he makes a
thoughtful case for the religion's diversity without being an apologist.
All in all, I highly recommend this book as a starting point to the study of Islam. It is a very fast and
interesting read, and provides a much more accurate and broad understanding of one of today's "hot issues"
that is thankfully spin-free.

11 of 12 people found the following review helpful.
An excellent read: beyond sound-bites and think-tank "experts"
By David Fowler
Simply put, this is a well written and informative book that I would whole-heartedly recommend to anyone
interested in Islam, especially someone approaching the subject for the first time. Ernst begins the book by
looking at how Islam has been misunderstood, sometimes very deliberately, in the "Western" (essentially
Christian) world for the last 1400 years. In doing so, which, at least to me, accounted for some of the most
interesting reading in the book, some will no doubt accuse Ernst of acting as an apologist, but the evidence
he brings to bear on the issue, in an attempt to set the record straight, is so well presented, both in terms of
writing style and in the appropriateness of historical examples etc., that such a line of argumentation is
exposed as amateurish and specious. Ernst clearly knows what he's talking about and one certainly gets the



sense that he is merely scratching the surface in marshaling evidence to support his various arguments and
points.

This last issue dove-tails into the only significant critique I have of the book - namely, that I wanted MORE
detail, MORE examples etc. As I mentioned, Ernst is a great reservoir of information on Islam and one
cannot therefore help but want to hear more from him. However, I certainly understand the need to limit the
scope of any one portion of the book, and there is a good deal ahead after these opening issues. The
remainder of the book looks very much like a somewhat unconventional, though still very good, introductory
text on Islam - with sections on Muhammad, the Qur'an, Sufism, ethics etc.

To conclude, one of the reasons I like Ernst's book is because he challenges us to think twice about how we
look at the world - he asks us to reflect critically on certain issues (colonialism, Western scholarship,
Christianity etc.) that, for some, might be difficult or awkward. But, asking us to do this does not make him
an apologist for radical Islamists - it simply means he's painting a more complex picture and, if there is
anything we should admit about Islam and its study, it's that 1400 years of history demands such complexity.

16 of 20 people found the following review helpful.
Useful, compelling book for thinking people of all Faiths!
By L. F Sherman
This is a "must read" for anyone approaching an understanding of Islam as religion, as "enemy", or as a topic
in the news. Most journalists and politicians would vastly better understand themselves and Islam as well as
have more MATURE thinking about the issues by reading this essay. Those who claim to be "well educated"
are so often ignorantly reacting to caricatures (this includes nearly all leaders and 'experts'). This volume is
unique, useful, and a compelling readable discussion of how to think about religion, Islam, and the issues in
the news. It is easy to read and has much to say rather than being a catalog, description, history, or polemic.
READ IT AND THINK!

See all 21 customer reviews...
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Guides Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And
Muslim Networks) By Carl W. Ernst, from simple to complicated one will certainly be a really useful works
that you can require to change your life. It will certainly not give you adverse statement unless you do not
obtain the definition. This is undoubtedly to do in reading an e-book to get rid of the definition. Commonly,
this e-book entitled Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The Contemporary World (Islamic
Civilization And Muslim Networks) By Carl W. Ernst is reviewed due to the fact that you really similar to
this type of e-book. So, you can obtain easier to comprehend the perception as well as meaning. Again to
constantly keep in mind is by reviewing this e-book Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam In The
Contemporary World (Islamic Civilization And Muslim Networks) By Carl W. Ernst, you could satisfy
hat your interest start by completing this reading publication.

From Publishers Weekly
Ernst, a professor of Religious Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is not a stranger to
Islam-related controversy. His recommendation of Michael Sells's book Approaching the Qur'an to the UNC
Summer Reading Program for incoming freshmen spurred an international firestorm. Following Muhammad
itself was rejected by the publisher that had commissioned the manuscript, as some editors there objected to
publishing a book that could be construed as supporting terrorism. Despite these obstacles, Ernst brought the
book to another press with rewarding results: it is a pleasure to read. Ernst has a multilayered and self-
assured understanding of Islam, and his writing exemplifies a fluency in explaining it that is unique to him,
even compared to better-known scholars of the religion. Delicate and complex points about Islam as a
religion and culture, about Sufism, and even about Osama bin Ladin, flow off the page effortlessly, with only
a few spots that are too abstract. Rather than addressing the standard introductory information about Islam,
like the Five Pillars, he has organized his book by themes, with chapters on topics such as ethics and
spirituality. The book's greatest strength is Ernst's unrelenting but well-reasoned critique of how the West has
consistently marginalized Islam and Muslims from the first encounters onward. Ernst is fair, however-while
he admonishes the West for indulging in negative and inaccurate stereotypes of Islam and Muslims, he calls
upon Muslims to participate fully in the pluralistic society the world has become.
Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Booklist
Ernst is highly regarded for his books about Sufism (The Shambhala Guide to Sufism, 1997) and his brilliant
translations of Sufi texts. But in this compelling, if occasionally disorganized, book, Ernst introduces the
larger Islamic world and its history in engaging, thought-provoking prose. The overarching argument here is
that the West ought not understand Islam as a monolith, that debate and diversity are inherent in Islam and
were encouraged by the Prophet. So while most introductions to Islam give Shi'ism and Sufism short shrift,
they are presented here as vital facets of Islamic belief. Although the text skips around historically, readers
will come away with a good understanding of the different schools of Islamic thought and practice. Special
attention is paid to the hot-button topics: gender and veiling, the relationship between Islam and democracy,
and Islamist radicalism, for example. Ernst's obvious passion for Islam comes through quite beautifully here,
and the rare mix of clear writing and careful scholarship makes this an important purchase for any Islamic
studies collection. John Green
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Review
A helpful resource for university religion departments. It is not a straight 'Islam 101' resource, and because of
that, it is very refreshing. . . . A very helpful tool as an introduction to a course on Islam and contemporary
religion.--Journal of the American Academy of Religion

Well-written and lucid. . . . The book's narrative flow is generally masterful. Ernst successfully moves from
present to past and back again in a manner that is both logical and clear to follow. . . . An elegant and
masterful presentation of a religious tradition in an accessible manner, as well as a heartfelt plea for non-
Muslims to understand it.--American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences

"Ernst provides an overview of Sufism, Shi'ism, and Islamic art. Here we really see the richness and diversity
of this tradition.--Spirituality and Practice

Ernst introduces the larger Islamic world and its history in engaging, thought-provoking prose. . . . Readers
will come away with a good understanding of the different schools of Islamic thought and practice. . . .
Ernst's obvious passion for Islam comes through quite beautifully here, and the rare mix of clear writing and
careful scholarship makes this an important purchase for any Islamic studies collection.--Booklist

An impressive scholarly work.--The Telegraph-Calcutta

This timely volume should be recommended enthusiastically to anyone who wants to gain a nuanced and
balanced understanding of the contested position of Islam in the modern world. It fully deserves to be
recognized as the single best choice for academic courses dealing with Islam and Middle Eastern studies, in
both the undergraduate and graduate levels. . . . This is the rare work that only a scholar at the very zenith of
his/her field can write, an even more daunting task given all the polemics about Islam today. There is no
better, more profound place to begin - or end - a sophisticated discussion about contemporary Islam than
Ernst's masterpiece.--Middle East Journal

In seeking to restore a sense of proportion and balance to the image of Islam for his Western readers, Ernst
gives proper weight to the layers of mystical humanism, philosophical speculation and hermeneutical
flexibility that are no less a part of the Islamic tradition than the legacies of conquest and militancy. He also
points out that intolerance and bigotry are far from being the exclusive prerogative of the Western media
industries.--Times Literary Supplement



[A] thoughtful and finely balanced primer on contemporary Islam.--New York Review of Books

A pleasure to read. Ernst has a multilayered and self-assured understanding of Islam, and his writing
exemplifies a fluency in explaining it that is unique to him. . . . Delicate and complex points about Islam as a
religion and culture, about Sufism, and even about Osama bin Laden, flow off the page effortlessly. . . . The
book's greatest strength is Ernst's unrelenting but well-reasoned critique of how the West has consistently
marginalized Islam and Muslims from the first encounters onward. Ernst is fair, however--while he
admonishes the West for indulging in negative and inaccurate stereotypes of Islam and Muslims, he calls
upon Muslims to participate fully in the pluralistic society the world has become.--Publishers Weekly
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